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LiveTiles and Starmind to Deliver World’s First
AI “Organisation Brain”
•

Strategic partnership with Swiss AI company Starmind delivers additional AI and
machine learning capabilities to LiveTiles’ existing technology

•

The integration of both parties’ technologies will deliver an AI and machine learning
based solution to improve speed and efficiency of knowledge sharing in organisations

•

Significantly enhancing LiveTiles’ existing product offering, the solution connects an
enterprise’s employees via “Organisation Brain” solution and “Ask the Expert” AI Bot

•

The “Organisation Brain” solution enhances LiveTiles’ existing product offering, built on
Microsoft’s Office 365 and SharePoint platforms

•

The solution is expected to be met with strong interest from new and existing customers
and to contribute to strong subscription revenue growth in FY19 and beyond

LiveTiles Limited (ASX:LVT) (LiveTiles or the Company), a global software company that
empowers its users to create their own intelligent workplace experiences, is pleased to
announce its new strategic partnership with Swiss AI (Artificial Intelligence) neuroscience
company, Starmind. Together LiveTiles and Starmind will deliver a world first AI solution that
maps human expertise and information to create an “Organisation Brain”.
This partnership will deliver the latest enhancement in the evolution of LiveTiles’ Intelligent
Workplace vision and roadmap.
The solution applies AI and self-learning algorithms based on neuroscientific principles to
empower organisations to access information across their digital workplace platforms. Employees
ask questions via the “Ask the Expert” dialogue box which then processes and analyses that
request in seconds. The technology immediately links those requesting the information with the
most relevant data source, portal or qualified employee in the organisation. The technology works
from any device and is well suited to global and remote teams. In this way, internal content can
be rapidly unlocked, shared and leveraged.
The volume of information spread across a workplace is complex with data living in disparate
portals, platforms and employees’ minds. This solution will capture, consolidate and surface this
information dynamically, increasing employee efficiency, collaboration and knowledge sharing.
LiveTiles and Starmind will market their joint solution into enterprise Microsoft accounts globally.
With Microsoft boasting over 400,000 customer organisations and over 85% of Fortune 500
companies leveraging SharePoint Online as part of their Office 365 subscription, the addressable
market for this solution is large. The target market will be global companies with remote teams,
large workforces and substantial volumes of data.
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The solution further enhances LiveTiles’ Intelligent Workplace solution and is expected to be met
with strong interest from new and existing customers, contributing to strong growth in recurring
revenues in FY19 and beyond.
Oliver Muhr, CEO, Starmind, said: “Our new strategic partnership with LiveTiles is the perfect
alignment between two tech leaders who are dedicated to bringing impactful AI to the workplace.
Starmind technology fits seamlessly in LiveTiles’ Intelligent Workplace solution. The market
opportunity and demand for our joint solution is huge, and together we will help organisations
access their valuable information and knowledge through their own unique “Organisation Brain”.
Together with LiveTiles we give organisations control and a view of their unique IP. Information
is power, and the future economy demands organisations leverage it intelligently.”
Karl Redenbach, CEO, LiveTiles, said: “Starmind is a unique piece of AI technology that
addresses the new workplace problem of information overload – specifically when it comes to
finding the right information in a business quickly. Intelligent organisations need intelligent
solutions to seamlessly find information and share knowledge across their employee network.
Our new partnership and technology alliance with Starmind introduces a key feature in our
Intelligent Workplace solution. We can now offer customers the power to find, access and share
information in their business unlike anything else in the market.”
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About LiveTiles:
LiveTiles is a global software company headquartered in New York, with operations in Seattle, Tri-Cities (Washington
State), San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapolis, North Carolina, Rochester, London, Sligo, Zurich,
Amsterdam, Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Geelong and Hobart. LiveTiles offers intelligent workplace software for
the commercial, government and education markets, and is an award-winning Microsoft Partner. LiveTiles’ products
comprise LiveTiles Intelligent Workplace, LiveTiles Design, LiveTiles Bots, LiveTiles Intelligence, LiveTiles for SAP
Software, LiveTiles MX, LiveTiles Mosaic and Hyperfish. LiveTiles’ customers represent a diverse range of sectors
and are spread throughout the United States, United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East and Asia-Pacific
About Starmind:
Starmind infuses artificial intelligence with neuroscience to break the barriers limiting true human and
organizational collaboration. Our Augmented Intelligence SaaS solution lets people think with the power of a million
brains; it lets people consume and contribute knowledge and expertise, making it available in real-time, anywhere
– in corporate environments, communities, non-profits or directly to consumers. Using self-learning algorithms
based on the latest findings in brain and artificial neural network research, Starmind learns about interests and
expertise, creating self-learning knowledge networks. Starmind has tier-1 customers in more than 100 countries
such as global consulting companies, leading automotive and engineering companies, Bayer, Telefónica, Swisscom,
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Munich Re and first Starmind networks leveraging expertise within parts of the United Nations (UN) and enabling
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC).
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